After the aeroplane had passed harmlessly by we were
all taken to one of these beaver board tents and given a
most excellent lunch, ;which ended up with whisky and
cigars. Not so bad for just behind the front line! And
then we went on to the front line itself. Here the position
was more or less the same as before, and dotted about
among the tents and shelters were a lot of kennels for the
kind of Alsatian dogs which the Finnish ski-patrols use to
send back messages. Outside the captain's tent was a
machine-gun mounted on a stand. He explained that it
had come out of a Russian tank and that he amused him-
self almost every day taking shots at Russian aeroplanes. But
he added regretfully that he hadn't registered a hit yet.
Then off we went to get across the border intoj Russia;
but not, I thought at the time, with great hopes of success.
We made a very roundabout detour, climbing over and
jumping trenches all the way until I lost all sense of direc-
tion. And then the officer who was our guide pointed
to a lake through the trees and said :
'Do you see that lake there S The Russians are just the
other side, about 250 yards away from us. If you want to
get into Russia you'll have to walk across the lake, and I
may as well tell you that they've got machine-guns among
the trees.'
Well, put like that it didn't sound a very attractive
proposition. And we were thinking rather half-heartedly
about it, when suddenly a Finnish battery behind us started
to fire. Several shells whined high overhead, and then the
Russian batteries began to answer and one could hear the
shells bursting a long way back. I thought, well, I wanted
to see some action and here, certainly, are shells popping
over my head. A long way o'ff, admittedly, but shells
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